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Congenital heart disease comprises abnormalities in the heart’s structure or function that arise
before birth. They occur frequently and in many different forms. Coarctation of the aorta (CoA) is a
discrete narrowing of the proximal descending aorta and is the sixth most common lesion in
congenital heart disease. The estimated incidence of CoA is 1 in 2,500 live births, with a 2:1
predominance in males.1;2 Previous studies have shown that an untreated aortic coarctation led to a
mortality of more than 80% by age 50 years due to complications including aortic rupture, heart
failure, and intracranial hemorrhage.3 The development of surgical and percutaneous treatment
strategies has significantly changed the natural history of CoA. However, despite this progress
patients remain at increased cardiovascular risk due to persistent pathophysiological processes
leading to long term hypertension and vascular dysfunction.

Genetic studies in humans have unravelled genes that are causative in various forms of inherited
congenital heart diseases.4 Although most cases of CoA are sporadic, there is a clear genetic
component, with congenital heart disease occurring in at least 4% of offspring of women with CoA.5;6

Moreover there is an approximately five fold increased risk for the presence of a bicuspid aortic valve
(BAV) in first degree relatives of children with left heart obstructive lesions, including CoA, aortic
valve stenosis and hypoplastic left heart syndrome.7 Linkage analyses in individuals and families of
children with left heart obstructive lesions suggest a genetic susceptibility locus on chromosomes
2p23, 10q21 and 16p128, suggesting a common genetic cause for these lesions. Both CoA and BAV
are associated with an increased risk for ascending aortic complications, and a genetic component
that affects BAV, CoA and aortopathy has been previously proposed.9 Additionally, CoA is present in
12–17% of patients with Turner syndrome.10;11 These women are at increased risk of aortic
dissection.

The first successful surgical intervention in CoA was described by Dr. Crafoord in 1945.12 Following
surgical repair of aortic coarctation, patients experience improved survival, with age at time of repair
being the most important predictor of survival.13 Various surgical techniques for CoA repair have
been utilized, including end to end resection, patch repair, tube grafts and subclavian flap
arterioplasty. Over the past 30 years, endovascular has been developed for the management of CoA
and has demonstrated to be an acceptable alternative to surgical management with comparable
clinical outcomes. Stenting has become the mainstay of endovascular treatment in both children
beyond infancy, adults with native CoA, and in adults and outgrown children with recurrent CoA.
However, long term follow up data considering aortic complications, morbidity and mortality after
each of the available treatment strategies remain scarce.

Despite the development of surgical and transcatheter repair, life expectancy remains reduced after
repair. Well known complications after repair involve an increased risk for aortic recoarctation and
aortic aneurysm formation for which serial aortic arch imaging is required during clinical surveillance.
Moreover, epidemiological evidence suggests that patients after CoA repair demonstrate an
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increased risk for coronary heart disease, stroke, and premature atherosclerosis seem to develop
early in life. The increased cardiovascular risk in CoA is the result of recurrent or persistent
hypertension, and of early proatherogenic functional and structural vascular changes, leading to
persisting endothelial dysfunction and abnormal arterial elastic properties.14;15 15;16 Additionally CoA
patients demonstrate increased circulating levels of proinflammatory cytokines and adhesion
molecules, which have an important role in atherogenesis development. The increased systemic
inflammatory status may be associated with early vascular changes and impaired global vascular
function in CoA. Strategies targeting vascular dysfunction are required to reduce the future risk of
vascular disease in CoA.

The objectives of this thesis are to obtain more insight in the efficacy, safety and post
procedural and long term complications of both surgical and percutaneous repair in CoA. Moreover,
we aim to give more insight in the long term complications after coarctation repair and to identify
those patients that are specifically at risk. Additionally we aimed to evaluate specific therapeutic
options in the management of cardiovascular risk in CoA.

Outline of this thesis
Advances in paediatric cardiovascular surgery and medicine in the past have shifted mortality due to
congenital heart disease (CHD) from infancy to adulthood.17 Chapter 2 provides an overview of the
spectrum of adult CHD patients, a new and relatively young population, since the development of
surgical treatment options for CHD. Little is known regarding long term survival; however, late
complications occur frequently. This chapter focuses on pharmacological, interventional and surgical
interventions that reduce the risk of cardiovascular complications such as heart failure, arrhythmias,
vascular complications, pulmonary hypertension and endocarditis in CHD patients.

In CoA, surgery has proven to be an effective treatment for the management of native CoA,
and surgical repair remains the treatment of choice in neonates. Advances in operator experiences
and balloon and stent technology have improved the success rate and safety of transcatheter
treatment. Several studies have been performed to assess the feasibility of these percutaneous
approaches, but long term follow up remains scarce with regard to the occurrence of aortic
aneurysm formation, recurrent stenosis and the general cardiovascular morbidity and mortality after
percutaneous treatment. Chapter 3 summarizes the newest insights in the efficacy and safety of both
surgical and transcatheter treatment options in CoA. In chapter 4 we present two cases in which
stent implantation was performed in our institution. These cases demonstrate the variety of
indications in which percutaneous treatment is preferable to surgical treatment in adult patients
with native aortic coarctation.

Aortic valve and ascending aortic dilatation are often encountered in patients after successful
coarctation repair. The Bentall procedure, a technique for composite aortic valve and root
replacement has become the standard operation for patients with combined aortic root dilatation
combined with aortic valve pathology. However, reference values for transvalvular gradients in
patients after Bentall procedure are unknown. In chapter 5, we aim to compare the maximal
transvalvular pressure gradient (TPGmax) as measured by echocardiography across SJM aortic valve
prostheses in patients after Bentall procedure and after isolated aortic valve replacement (AVR).
It is well known that aortic dilatation is a common late complication in CoA. In chapter 6, we aim to
evaluate the progression rate of ascending aortic dilatation, and determinants for ascending aortic



dilatation by using cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMR). It is known that the presence
of a bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is associated with aortic dilatation. Moreover, the association
between CoA and BAV is well recognized. Previous studies have shown that the presence of BAV in
CoA is associated with aortic valve stenosis (AS), aortic valve regurgitation (AR), and ascending aortic
dilatation. However, little is known on the progression of aortic valve dysfunction over time in CoA.
In chapter 7, we evaluate the progression of and predictors for aortic valve dysfunction in CoA.

Persistent hypertension and exercise induced hypertension are common late complications
in CoA and are both associated with end organ damage. Therefore early recognition is of major
clinical importance in CoA. In chapter 8 we evaluate the predictive value of exercise induced
hypertension for the presence of chronic hypertension in CoA, which might be a tool to detect
patients at increased risk in an early stage.

Recent studies have demonstrated that besides peripheral measured blood pressures both
wave reflection and central blood pressure are markedly increased in CoA. 18 20 Intra arterial blood
pressure waves are altered, and the change in pressure waveform may be explained by early and
thus increased reflection of the pressure waves on the stenosis. This physiologic mechanism is
thought to contribute to the increased risk of cardiovascular disease in CoA. In chapter 9, we assess
determinants of wave reflection and the association of wave reflection and central hemodynamics
with organ damage by means of the augmentation index (AIx), a measure of wave reflection as
determined by applanation tonometry. In chapter 10, we compare wave reflection in a relatively
healthy cohort of CoA patients without hypertension and recoarctation with matched controls and
compared the response of wave reflection to pharmacological vasodilatation.

As a consequence of the high prevalence of hypertension in CoA, organ damage involving left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and an increased LV mass are often found. However, LVH has also
been demonstrated in neonates after early repair and in normotensive CoA patients, which suggest
that LV hypertrophy might have a more developmental origin. In chapter 11, we investigate the
pattern of LV fibrosis by using late gadolinium CMR imaging in CoA. This may render to support the
hypothesis of a developmental defect of the left ventricular myocardium. The increased mortality
and morbidity is furthermore caused by complications such as cerebrovascular accidents and
premature coronary atherosclerosis. It is known that the carotid intima media thickness (CIMT) an
established marker for atherosclerosis is increased in CoA. However, at present the predictive value
of CIMT on cardiovascular events is unknown. Moreover, we are unaware of the progression of
vascular remodeling in CoA. Such data is necessary for adequate cardiovascular risk management in
CoA. In chapter 12, we evaluate the predictive value of CIMT for cardiovascular events in CoA.
Moreover, we investigate the CIMT progression rate over time in CoA.

HMG coA reductase inhibitors (statins) have been proven to reduce atherosclerosis
progression as observed by CIMT in patients with known coronary heart disease, independent of lipid
lowering. To evaluate the effect of treatment with high dose statins on cardiovascular risk and CIMT
progression in CoA we designed a multicentre, prospective, randomized, open label trial with blinded
endpoint (PROBE design). The rationale and design of this randomized trial are presented in chapter
13. The results the first multi centre trial in CoA in which three year treatment with high dose statins
on CIMT progression and the occurrence of cardiovascular events is evaluated are presented in
chapter 14.
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